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:NTRnDCDL'CN

.qien a ?-colarczed -N %wave ii obltauel", incident on a olasma density 3ra-

dient, linear zonversion to ES wlaves can occur in the vicinity of the Ooint where

'.or :reciselyv, the EM wave is reflected at the cutoff noint where

- Co s w, here -1is teangle between and 7.n0; beyond this noint :he

eletrc field is evanescent. T1his evanescent 4eld, directed along 7n ta

drzve an electr.ostatic resonance at the point wnhere = .ne evanescent

-cr:'-er is stronglv enhancea Ctyna sally 1.00 1000Cx) in this region and the sn

-dermozive force of: the localiz:ed electric fi-eld can form densit, cavities. Thi s

field-.avit'r, entity is what we call a. cavit:om

:n order to study the zavazon :n, detail it is not necessary to use the

linear convers.on of a-I to ES waves, one can instead uase an oscillating longi-

tudinal dri':er to simulate the evanescent field Th- advantage of using this-

technique cmes with the reduction of ty'pical scale lengths. The study of ENI

-propagation and reflection recuires (in order to avoid finite Yeomet-,i eifects)

a znarnoer large compared to the EM wavelength, whereas the caviaton requires a

zhnxnoer :a,, comnared to the wavelength of an electron :plasma wave. it is easy

to show that kiT a c//3T' 4~00 for T. = I eV. Thus t-he detailed study

of the zaviton can be done in a small chamber :which is advantageous in :ter=s

of zonstruction cost and maintenance as well as diagnosis)) while t-he "big

7acturel' including 2-1 effects can be studied in a large device.

:(?ERrMEN7AL EVTCZ

ais r-ear our experimental work has focussed on the study of zavitons in

two d 4-men s on s. The cylindrically svmnetric device shown an Fig. I was con-

_it-.cted for this study. has several advantages over the 1 -D Zanacitor

7at= 'e svs:= -ri 1- -:orer' to study cavitons in one di-mension. A oulsed

'.<N,H o i '0VE& oscillator is connected to a long, cyidia>symmetric



antennae to :roduce the nlasma. The density 7radient in the experimental region

is in the radial direction and the coaxial line formed by the central rod and

the zhamber wall can be driven in the TEBt mode 'f = 233 -VHz) to give a :urely

radiai driving electric field; this is in contrast to the 1-D capazitzr plate

experiment wnere fringing driver fields in the direction perpendicular to the

density gradient are unavoidable. The cylindr:cai geometry allows one of the

iirect:ions 7errendicularto the density gradient to close on itself, thus avoiding

boundary erfects. Finally, the newly developed two-dimensional scanning diagncs-

tic electron beam allows for a complete study of the caviton' space and time

evolution. 7he electron beam is an unperturbing diagnostic with a time resolu-

:ton o, 0.2 zs and a spatial resolution of approximately one nil!Lmeter. We

have found it to be the best and perhaps the only reliable diagnostic For

measuring RE electric fields in a plasma. The beam, which is capable of moving

both radial>7 and azimuthally, traverses the chamber axially and is modulated

by the radially localized caviton electric field. it then strikes a phosphor-

zoated window and oroduces an image which depends on the amplitude and direction

of the caviton field. After measuring the axially dependence of the caviton

one can unfold this image data and d, f:ine the field values.

A word about the importance- of me_ :ing the electric field 4s . -

One might suppose that the shape and size of the caviton electric field could

oe inferred :rom the associated density cavities. While this may be valid in

a -enera. sense, It has two crucial limitations. First of all, the densit-

-avities forn on a much slower time scale than the caviton electric fields;

zhis is 3imnlv due to the fact that ion inertia is so much greater than that

Di the electrons. ror the same reason, density cavities will remain long after



the eiectriz :ield is ;one. Second v, in order to avoid snurious orobe measure-

ments one must measure the plasma density orofile only after the driving VHF

burst 'as ended t'rpicallv at least I -,s after. Thus one is reduced to looking

at densi:-" profiles that may be significantly changed from those existing 1-2 's

earlier. Thus although one might infer things about the electric field from the

iensity,, cavities in a static situation, one cannot use Such a method for a de-

tailed anal'/sis of a cuickly changing phencmena like the caviton.

-he device Is :itted with two sets of magnetic field coils. Trhe first set

not shown) consists of large, peroendicularly oriented Heimbolt: coils to can-

zel out the Earth's magnet4'c field; this is necessary in order for the e-beam to

follow a straight trajec-orv. The second set produces an axial magnetic field

uniform to 'ithin 5' over the experimental area. These coils will allow us to

study urzer-hybrid cavitons.

EXP ERI'MEN7AL RESULTS

:4 .gure s shows a box diagram of the basic setup for our experiments. An

Argon oiasma is produced by a oulsed HF discharge; at a selected time in the

discharge afterglow a short (1 - 10 us) VHF pulse (f = 235 NHfz, P < 100 watts)

_s aoniied to the center electrode of the chamber to act as the driver for the

cavzons. At a selected time within the VHF pulse a short (< I !s" ulse is

anplied to the electron gun deflection plates. The image produced on the phos-

thorous screens by the electrons gives the amplitude and direction of the cavi-

ton electr-z field at the selected time and the selected radial and azimuthal

:.osition. Tn addition time resolved density profiles are obtained with a mov-

able Langmuir orobe and boxcar averager.

4 .igure 3 shows the maximum magnnitude of the caviton electric field when the

exnerment is :erformed at various times in the discharge after !ow. :or ear!l



ta-mes _4 the after-glow rhe eiectrrnn temperature is 'iigh and transit tiame c amping

ov ta:l electrons eft'ecta',elv limits the electric f-ield enhancement. As th e

electroi temperature falls the 7onulation of tail electrons decreases, t~'us re-

d4uci- th e domnving and increasing sharply the elect-ric field enhancement. T1he

fall! of the electric field at still! later times is not well understood at nre-

sent out mav be due to changes in the olasma density, scale length. All the

:oIl.cwing experiments were nertformed at an afterglow ti-me of 30 .,5.

7agure 4shows a radial scan of the electri-c field magrnit'de and its zor-

relation with associated densit,r cavit4.es A I -_s '2F -pulse is used; tiL

trace as obtained with the diagnostic electron beam Juri;ng the VHF pulse. The

c-ottom trace is the radial densitv -orofile obtained with a Langmuir orobe sampled

I s after the _( of the VHF pulse. Thie dotted line shows the shave of the

orofile- be-fore the VHF burst is applied. Since there are twao ooints on this4

profile where w two cavitons are formed and the coalesce of the tdo

r-ormed the large cavity extending f.rom R -3 - 7cm. Thne electric field due

to the caviton on the left is beyond the range of the electron beam and thus

;s -not shown.

The time evolution of the caviton fields is shown in F:igure 5. A low-

: ower, - s long VHF 'burst Is applied and the electron beam is used to measure

t:he fi4el'd aonlitude at f-our times within the burst. The initial radial profile

is seen to have the shape of the well known Airy function. The Airy function

-s.tne solution to the oroblem of driving a linear density g7radient with a un-

.orm c-umin-- the so-called capacitor olate problem. This is the first observ;ation

)f sucn, an electri,_c fi_4elId amvilitude profile: generally the smaller peaks have

not oeen D'suic-ed.

As we look at the t-ime evolution of this orofile we notice some small changes.



7he entre profile is moving to the Left; this is due to the continuing decay of

the olasma densi'v. Other changes are also evident - changes in amviitude, width,

and snacing of the various neaks. oince the profile is continually being nodified

by the zonderomotive torce of the electric field oeaks it is not surrising that

the profiles are not exactly the same as that for a linear density gradient.

The toint here is that for low-sower zx;itation the orofiies remain auaiitativeiy

the same; a large -.ain oeak f-ollcwed by two or three smaller :)eaks o ccuring :'urtner

o'n t-e densi4tv g-radlent. This is in iarked contrast to the field profile be-

Havior for hiah-tower VHF bursts. Figure 6 shows the orofile evolution :or a

100 watt: 9 ..s burst. Although the profile is initially Airy-like, it auicklv

tecomes irregular as the density profile is strongly mcdified. 7he associated

censity orofile modi::catlon is shown in Figure 7, where the density is measured

1 us af::r tho end ?f the VHF burst. Throug h the formation of multiple cavities,

the initially smooth and linear density orofile becomes pitted and chaotic.

:Jp to this point our data has only shown the one dimensional behavior of

the caviton, all the data having been taken at one azimuthal position ( ' 90".

Figures 3 and 9 show the field amplitude profiles for various azimuthal positions

near = 90' for the case of a high oower driver. Figure 3 is taken att

within the VHF burst. It shows that the field profiles are roughly Airy-like

and that no striking azimuthal dependence exists; from this we infer that the

/:fver and density orofile initially exhibit no azimuthal dependence. At later

t:nes 't = us) with the VHF burst, we observe two things (see Figure 9'. First

)f il., the radial orofiles have become chaotic as in 7igure 6. "he solid lines

show tat n addition to becoming radially chaotic that some a:imuthal variation

tas -eveioced. The second effect concerns the direction of the electric field.

'o to this noint all the neasured electric fields have been nurely radial: ..e.



-n e same :rconas :be Jri.,er, as 3ne .oui-' extec:. 'Nowq, nowever, i~e

-ose-r.e the develoument of an electrac -:;:elj :omronen: in the azimuthal 'i-_ect:on,

is snown dv he dotted line. 77.45s azimuthal f-ield is comnarabie in amnrii-:u-de to

-he raia ield and I's locali:ed radial>v and azimuthallv.

71- obsr;at:on o-: :his az'murnally-direcze- field was quize uneXoec:ed and

7ol-its out t:'e useflIness of the alectron b-eam diagrnost~c ..ih.4z can measure fi:-elds

-n o- :n ada! ana azimuthal direc-::ons. This ohenomena has not ceen )o-

ser,:ead nrevi-ouslrv and our data at zhe -tLte of :'"is re:ort. does not alloCw '3 t O

na.'I-e any _conclusions about Its source alth ough one m4 'n infer th1at -: is some-

now associated---- -xtensive densizy orofile odificaion. We can, at least,

S a,, :ac t-he data indicat-s the useful1ness of such a two-di-mensional studyr and

n~ay, nave imvor:anz aculication to crtcllaver nhenomena in 'both ionoschieric

and laser-oelle:-- nvsics.
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